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Abstract

The early history of the introduction of foreign birds into this c
in darkness. The records of many attempts, if such there were,
buried in back numbers of local newspapers, and if any experim
was soon forgotten. Hence, one trying to get an accurate idea o
soon realizes that he is following a hopeless quest. It is much th
transplanting of native birds, especially game birds, which have
over the country from west to east and from east to west witho
failures of still earlier attempts. Consequently the comparative
sportsmen's periodicals and the memory of men still living mu
most of this history, and such sources are often inaccurate; eve
species may be in doubt. Search through local newspapers mig
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stock of knowledge, but the results would be wholly dispropor
involved. In spite of this, it is thought worth while to call attent
real biological experiments that have been going on, unrecorde
the ornithologist, who, busy as a rule with faunal geography, ha
this phase of the science. If this bulletin merely attracts attentio
neglected field, it will have served a useful purpose.
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